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1.Match	the	names	of	the	tissues	to	the	appropriate	indicator	letters.

(A)	TENDON	 (E)	ENDOMYSIUM	 (I)	ACTIN	
(B)	MUSCLE	 (F)	EPIMYSIUM	 (J)	MYOSIN	
(C)PERIMYSIUM	 (G)	FIBER	 (K)	MYOFILAMENT	
(D)	FASCICLE	 (H)	MYOFIBER

.	ACUTE	injury	is	the	result	of	a	single,	traumatic	event.	
			 ons,	bones,	and	joints.	
2
	 OVERUSE	injury	is the	result	of	repetitive	micro‐trauma	to	the	tend

.3 	EMG	can	be	recorded	with	SURFACE	or	NEEDLE/WIRE	electrodes.	

nt.				4. QUALITATIVE	analysis	deals	with	the	nature	of	an	activity,	but	does	not	deal	with	measureme
QU ll	as	considers	the	nature	of	the	activity.			ANTITATIVE	analysis	involves	measurement	as	we

ame	of	the	appropriate	anatomical	directions.		n5. Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the
MEDIAL	:	toward	the	middle	

nt	of	a	limb	
LATERAL	:	toward	the	side	

	the	attachme
e	finger/toes	

PROXIMAL	:	toward
DISTAL	:	toward	th
SUPERIOR	:	above	
INFERIOR	:	below	
NTERIOR	(VENTRAL)	:	toward	the	front	
OSTERIOR	(DORSAL)	:	toward	the	back		
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6. Write the name of only 10 bones. Do not write
the names of more than 10 bones.

7. Indicate that which of the following
explanation belonss to MRI or CT techniques?
(A) Do not emit ionizing radiation. Q§Jzbr CT)

(B) The effective_lfl§iation dose ranges from 2 to
10 mSv. fııanl oı{Cr])

§[ Usually compİeted within 5 minutes. (MRI or
CT)
(D)No biological hazards have been reported
with the use of the technique. (M-Rfur CT)

[il_İ:"#İj 
good details about bony structures

II} ffi_it"Jı+ia '"", 
structure compared to x-

(G) Mİch higher soft tissue details. QSPor CT)

B. Quadriceps muscles are contracting to hold the lower leg in static equilibrium. Tibia is pulled into the
femur by the muscle contraction; the femur will exert a reaction force on the tibia. The quadriceps
tendon is inserted on the tibia, approximately 5 cm from the axis of rotation of the knee joinğ and the
force vector (Fr) representing quadriceps force is oriented at approximately 30". The weight of the
lower leg of an BO-kg male is approximately 48 N. If the person is 1.7B m in height, then the center of
gravity of the lower leg is approximately 0.20 m from the knee joint. Find the quadriceps (F,) and
resultant of knee joint reaction forces (Fn). ln addition, find the magnitude and orientation of the
reaction force of the femur.

0.2 rn

g)
h)
i)

a)
b)
c)

F^:175 N, Fn: B0 N
Fm:256, N, Fn: 125 N
F^:86 N, Fn:522 N

F,,: 384N, Fn: 362 N
e) F,:2B5 N, Fn:265 N
,0 Fm:564 N, Fn: ON

Fr: 0N, Fn: 564 N
F^:265 N, Ft: 2B5 N
Fm: , Fn:
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11. According to the sliding filament theory, during a contraction the distance between the M and Z lines
a) increases

(6Tdecreases
c) stays the same
d) need more information

matprialş exhibit the following properties.
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13. The mechanical response of a viscoelastic material is time and, ve(dcity dependent. Viscoelastic

14. "Some studies show thağ with aging, the
tendon becomes stiffer." According to this
explanation, indicate on the figure that which
graph belongs to the stress-strain relationship of
an elderlv foldl and vouns Derson's tendon.

15. cancellous and cortical bones are the
osseous tissues that form bones. Indicate in the
following figure that which graph belongs to
Cancellous and Cortical bones. Explain why?
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16. A 65 kg runner, jogging at 3.B m/s wants to accelerate at +0 rry's2
a) Calculate the horizontal force required to do this.
b) What power is required to do this while running at 3.8 m/s.
c) What power is required to do this while running at 11.5 m/s?

%-r

f,
d) Explain why it is so difficult to accelerate after the first few seconds of a race.
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L7. a} How doeY angular momentum
change over time between beginning and
comnletion of the movement shown in the
flgure?(-o a »}.,rt

b) How does moment of inertia change
over time between beginning and
completion of the movement shown in the
figure? I

c) Horı/'does angular velocity change
over time between beginning and
completion of the movement shown in the
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18. Figur'e shows an elderly subje/t of mhss 60 kg #iting from a bath tub where the
right foot contacts the ground and experiences a vertical ground reaction force
component of 400 N, a side-to-side force component of 45 N directed towards the bath
and a backwards force of 20 N. If these forces can be considered to act at the center of
pressure,4 then

Calculate the joint resultant moments at the knee and the hip joints in the a) sagittal
b) frontal plane, and c) transverse plane. Ignore the inertial effects.
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